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PRIDE!
A LETTER FROM JOSH MILLER
DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH AND FUNDRAISING

Any leader in the event-planning industry will tell you that you can’t
plan for a perfect event, because perfection will never exist while
working with an unpredictable world. Instead, you plan for success,
and allow room for imperfection. Is the goal to have fun, or to ensure
a flawless evening? Are we here to raise a certain amount of money,
or just to raise money? Do I want to finish the marathon, or do I have
to come in first? Success is defined and measured by you, making
things as easy or as difficult as you want them to be. So how do you
measure DIVA’s 2018 Pride participation? Did you plan for perfection,
or did you plan for success? Did you plan at all?
In the past, successful Pride participation has been defined as a giant
decorated float. It has been defined as a large group of volunteers,
and also a small group. It’s been staying under budget, and even
having a budget. It’s been looking at numbers, and it’s been looking
at people. Each year, success has been defined differently, allowing
room for organic growth and change. Each year, we’ve found success
differently from the year before.

This year, the board voted to focus on increasing DIVA’s presence in
the community, specifically by serving the LGBTQ+ community in
DFW. Volleyball is just the medium in which we all connect, and that
connection is our true purpose. As such, we measured success in
Pride this year by our connection with the Hug It Out! movement and
in how well we connected with the crowd. Thousands of people
cheered us on as we paraded down Cedar Springs in full Pride regalia,
passing, setting, and hitting the giant inflatable volleyballs to those
lined along the streets. At one point along the route, with glitter,
confetti, and beads raining down on them, the crowd chanted our
name without us initiating it. There were hundreds of hugs between
someone along the street and a Hug It Out! volunteer, some of them
tearful and all of them joyful. All of the attendees were there to
finally be seen for who they are, and DIVA saw each of them and
loved them.
Was this a perfect event? No, it wasn’t. Our plans fell through last
second, only 71% of the volunteers showed up, it was blazing hot
without shade or a breeze, and it was a lot of hard work for those
involved. It was most assuredly not perfect, but was it successful? Did
the attendees along the parade route feel noticed? Did everyone have
fun? Did we convey our purpose to the community? Yes, I’d say so. I
would without a doubt say that our participation this year was
another success. However, it doesn’t end here. Pride was just the
springboard from which our journey was launched. Every day we have
the opportunity to be involved in the community, to serve and love.
It’s not just on Fridays, and it’s not just during the games. Our mission
will require a lot of work, and I know that it won’t be perfect, but it
will be successful.

More details & registration can be found at:

divadallas.org/tournaments

Memoirs of a Gay-sha
Journal Entry #1: The café
Sharing a worktable at The Wild Detectives is something I got used to. The
music was in the hipster's spectrum, my caña (small glass of beer) was cold and
bitter, and the guy in front of me was taking a break from whatever he was
doing on his computer. So we asked each other typical questions to break the
ice; after all, we were sitting in front of each other at the same table. I learned
that his name was Sean, 28 years old, having studied marketing previously and
earning an MBA now.
"What do you do on Fridays?"
"I play volleyball."
"Mm! I go out to the bars with my friends."
I took my caña and sipped some beer. I am never certain how to interpret
sounds like that. What Sean didn't know was that Friday night was more than
just "mm!" for many of us. Jumping, yelling, screaming, laughing, sweating—
just a few of the fun things that happen every Friday. A day before Saturday,
gay and straight people from different backgrounds and different places leave
their work, family, and stressful lives behind to spend two hours on
themselves. Gay pride is celebrated publicly one weekend a year; it is a weekly
celebration on Fridays at DIVA. I am there in soul, body, and mind stating: "I
am here. I exist. I have a place in this world." Playing volleyball is my way of
saying that just like you, Sean on the other side of the table, I am part of this
café, this city, this country.

Just like you, I have friends that I hang out with on Friday nights, who will not
judge me for who I am. It is a space where each person can be himself or
herself without fearing for their lives. You have the bars of the straight world; I
have camaraderie, friendship, safety, one or two crushes, and—yes, I have to
admit it—sometimes there is drama on the court, too.
"You should come and play. You'll see; it's fun!" I said.
"Is it a mixed league or just guys?" he asked, staring at me.
Again, I was not quite sure what he was really asking. And the word mixed
could mean he wanted to see "girls," which in DIVA is a bit tricky. I call Marina
and María "girl," but I also call Philip, Tim, and Fred "gurl."
"Yes, there are men and women in the league," I answered.
"OK."
Sean went back to his computer, and I pretended to be working too while I was
trying to think of a way to define our association. The DIVA league is so
complex to define. You have to be in it to have a grasp of the depth of the
interactions, personalities, and games beyond volleyball. I guess this guy will
never understand what DIVA really is about. So I finished my caña, got up, and
walked to the bar for a second one, walking at the rhythm of a song I thought
sounded Irish. (Shazam and Google proved me wrong!)
I kept working. Probably an hour later, there was a "see ya" from Sean. I wish
the story with him had had a different ending, like the ones I recreate in my
mind, but this is the real world, so I will record this moment in my journal,
which keeps memories of other kinds.

So you want to be in DIVA?
Congratulations on your life-changing decision!
Follow these 8 simple steps for ultimate
success!
1. Get Rated!
Get a rating at new member clinics! Tell all your friends that you
were sick that night and didn't play your best. Tell them the floor was
damp from the humidity, so your defense suffered. Remind
everyone that you were a setter in high school. You deserve it!
2. Pepper and Practice!
Show up to the first open play and find a cute boy to pepper with!
Develop a shallow relationship with him, spend all your time texting
him, get drunk and make out with him, then throw a temper tantrum
when he's not looking for anything serious and doesn't want to date
anyone in DIVA the first season. Then turn around and do it to
someone else. Fun!
3. Repeat Step 2 until you need to change divisions or
leagues…but can't!
4. Enjoy Your Season!
Argue with the up ref over your net touches and doubles. Complain
about having late games each week. "Forget" to pick up your trash
at the end of the night. Consistently shank the ball and then yell at
your captain when you're subbed out back row. You're too good for
that!

5. Get Re-evaluated!
Petition the board. Go hard with your "the evaluation process needs to
be completely revamped because this is bull" argument. Yell at any
board member or evaluator who's nearby. Don’t settle!
6. Tournament Time!
The week of the tournament, send a handwritten letter to your captain
stating that you can't make it. Your sister's boyfriend's great-aunt's
dog is having surgery on his ACL, and you really need to be there to
support the family. Blood is thicker than sweat (which you will do
because the facility has no A/C)!
7. Claim Your Reward!
Show up to the awards banquet and tell all your friends that you probably won't
win anything, and then get mad when you actually don't. Drink too much and
make a scene, announcing that you won't be playing next season. You don't need
this!
8. Play Next Season!

-The Board*

* The board did not approve this advertisement, and the opinions and suggestions
herein do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the executive board. Any
and all situations are not necessarily based on true life events despite 100%
likeness. This advertisement has been paid for by Ted Cruz.**

** It wasn't.
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The more the merrier!
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